WiEnergy is an Energy Management System that will reduce the cost of energy to a customer by optimizing the methods used to control both processes and equipment to utilize energy more economically and efficiently.

WiEnergy is a customized solution that can range from a simple Remote Monitoring System to a completely engineered Automated Control System.

WiEnergy Control Panel

- Advance integration of Electrical, Electronics & Computer technologies
- Wireless GPRS/3G communication
- 24x7 Cloud Server Data logging
- Captures over 100 electrical measurements
- Modular solution
- Identification & Security features

Most advance Power Analyzer & Monitoring System
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WiEnergy Project Deliverables

A complete WiEnergy system includes all of the following deliverables to ensure the Energy Management System meets the specific needs of the customer.

Energy Management Survey & Audit

- Survey & Consultation on the energy management system requirements of the facility.
- Detailed Energy Audit of equipment & bills

System Hardware

- WiEnergy Control panels
- Sensors, Meters
- Communication devices

Project Management

- Develop & Implement an Action plan based on Audit findings
- Followup, Train & Liaison with your staff, Accounts & electricity company
- Plan & deploy Hardware & Software

Software

- WiEnergy Web based EMS platform
- Alarms & Alerts system
- Ongoing Remote monitoring & assistance
- Reports, Charts, Projections